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SOME FINITENESS PROPERTIES
OF ADELE GROUPS OVER NUMBER FIELDS
by ARMAND BOREL

The formalism of adeles and ideles, introduced in algebraic number theory by
Ghevalley, has been recently applied to more general situations. In particular, it
allows one to associate to an algebraic matric group G defined over a finite number
field k a locally compact group G^, the adele group of G, in which the group Gj, of
rational points over A; of G is naturally imbedded as a discrete subgroup, in the same
way as the multiplicative group k* of non-zero elements of k is imbedded in the idele
group Ij, of k.
When A=Q^ the pair G^, Gj^ may be viewed roughly as the global counterpart
of the pair G^, G^, where, as usual, Gg is the group of real matrices ofG, and G^ the
group of integral matrices with determinant ±i contained in G (the units of G); and,
in fact, the chief purpose of this work is to prove for G^, Gj, the analogues of the main
results of [4] on Gg and G^.
This paper is divided into eight paragraphs. The first one fixes the notation
and collects some definitions and elementary facts pertaining to the adele groups. The
second one contains some remarks on the double cosets modulo G^° and G^, where G^° is
the stability group of the lattice of integral points in the underlying space A^, chiefly:
relation with the ideal classes ofk if G= GL^, with the classes in the genus of a rational
quadratic form F, if G is the orthogonal group of F, with strong approximation, and
behaviour in semi-direct products. § 3 reviews, reformulates in part, and strengthens
slightly some results of [4].
In § 4 we construct, in much the same way as in [4], fundamental sets for Gj, in G^
(i.e. subsets of G^ which intersect only finitely many of their right translates under G^
and which meet every left coset A:.G^), when G is connected. The case of non-connected
groups is dealt with in 5.2.
§ 5 proves first that the number of distinct double cosets G^°. x. G^ is finite. This
makes it clear that G^/G^ is of finite invariant measure, or is compact, if and only
if Goo/Go is so; here G^ is the product of the groups G/(. , where A:y runs through the
completions of k with respect to the archimedean absolute values, and G^ is the group
of units ofG, (if k==(^, then G^==G^ Go==Gz). Theorem 12.3 of [4] then shows
that GJGj, is of finite invariant volume if and only if the identity component G° ofG has
no non-trivial rational character over A:, and is compact if and only if, moreover, every
unipotent element of G^ belongs to the radical of G^;. In analogy with Theorem 6.9
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of [4], it is also proved in § 5 that if G is reductive, H is a reductive subgroup of G,
and cr : G->G/H the natural projection, then <r(G^) n (G/H)^ consists of finitely many
orbits of G^.
As a consequence of this last result and of some elementary facts about Galois
cohomology, we show in §6 that ifGis reductive, connected, the principal homogeneous
spaces over A:ofG which have rational points over all completions of A form finitely many
isomorphism classes.
§ 7 is concerned with the double cosets of G^ modulo G^ and H^;, where H is a
parabolic subgroup (i.e. is such that G/H is a projective variety) over k. Their number
is finite and, under suitable assumptions, equal to the number of double cosets H^°. x. H^

mHA

-.Finally, § 8 extends to S-units and certain subgroups of G^ the results of [4] and

of §§ 4, 5 of the present paper pertaining to fundamental sets and closed orbits in rational
representations.
The main results of this paper have been announced in [i, 3]. Some of them
have already been established for solvable groups in [11] and for certain classical groups
in [14]. The compactness criterion for GJGj^ mentioned above is the adele version
of Godement's conjecture and has also been given another proof by G. D. Mostow and
T. Tamagawa {Annals of Math., 76 (1962), p. 446-463).
§ i. Preliminaries.
In this paragraph, we fix the notation and recall some notions and facts about adele
groups attached to linear algebraic groups over number fields. This is not meant as
a self-contained introduction to the subject; for more details, see [14, Chap. I]. The
notation of the sections i. i to 1.4 will be used throughout.
1.1. k is an algebraic number field of finite degree, o the ring of integers of A:,
V the set of primes (or of equivalence classes of absolute values) of A:, P cV the set of
finite primes of k, x-^\\x\\y the normalized absolute value associated to yeV, ky the
completion of A; with respect to [[;c|[y, Op (peP) the ring ofp-adic integers ofA;p, and A^
or A the ring of adeles of A;. If y e V — P is an infinite (or archimedean) prime, we
put 0^=A^. If S is a subset ofV, then Q[S)=={xek\xeo^ {veV—S)}. In particular,
o(S) == o if S is contained in V—P.
1.2. The letter G will always stand for an algebraic matric group over k, n for
its degree, and G° for its identity component (see i. 11). Given a subring B of an
overfield of A:, Gg denotes the group of elements ofG with coefficients in B and determinant
invertible in B. We shall write G,, for G^ .
v

GA or G^ is the adele group of G, and

Gu= n G p

V£P
G^)=IIG,X
v£S
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We recall that G^ is by definition a subgroup of the direct product of the Gy's.
An element x=={Xy)^^ of that product is an adele of G if and only if x^eG^ for almost
v
all (i.e. for all but a finite number of) y's. The group G^ contains therefore G^/gN.
The group Gy (z/eV) is locally compact with respect to the y-adic topology, and Gp Q&eP)
is open and compact in Gp; G^g) is locally compact and Gy is compact for the product
topology. G^ itself is a locally compact group, once endowed with the inductive limit
topology of the G^(S), where S runs through the finite subsets o f V ordered by inclusion.
G^(S) is open in G^; every compact subset of G^ is contained in the union of finitely
many translates of G^°, hence belongs to some group G^g).
For any ScV we put G^={g= (&)eGJ^eG^ (yeV—S)}. If S is finite, this
definition of G^g) coincides with the previous one. Tig will denote the projection of G^
in I! G,,, Gg the image ofG^, andj'g the natural inclusion ofGg in G^ as the subgroup
v£S

ofadeles whose components outside S are equal to e\ often, we identify Gg with^g(Gg)
and Gu withjp(Gu). We have G^Gg X Gy-g. If S is finite, then Gg = II G^.
ves

If S=V—P, we write G^ G^,, Gf, TT^,^ for G,(g), Gg, G^g), Tigjg.
To any element aeGj^ corresponds an adele of G, all of whose components are
equal to a, called a. principal adele ofG. When viewed as subgroups ofG^, the groups G^,
G^g), Go will, unless otherwise said, be identified with groups of principal adeles. They
are discrete and G^g)= G^nG^, in particular Go==G^°nG^. If S==V, G^g)==G^,
Go(g)=G^. If S is empty or contained in V—P, then G^^G^, G^==G^ The
group Go is the group of units, and Go(g) the group of S-units of G.
The (possibly infinite) number of double cosets G^°. x. G^ [x e GJ in G^ will be
denoted by c(G).
1.3. A rational homomorphism f: G—^G' over A; of G into another algebraic
matric group over k induces a continuous homomorphism f^ : G^—>G[ mapping Gp
into Go for almost all p's, and consequently also induces continuous homomorphisms
f^: G^->G^, Yg :Gg->Gg, which are isomorphisms i f / i s .
The rational homomorphisms over A: of G into GL^, usually called the rational
characters defined over k ofG, form a commutative group, to be denoted X^(G). Each
element ^eX^(G) defines a homomorphism of G^ into GL^. The latter group is
just the idele group Ij^ of A.
1.4. When A;=Q^, the primes of k are of course the rational prime numbers
and an infinite prime oo. As is well-known, and as will be seen repeatedly in this paper,
the general case of a number field can in many instances be reduced to the case
where k==Q^ by the use of the so-called restriction of the groundfield [14, Chap. I].
We recall that, once a vector-space basis (o^) (i ^i^d=[k : QJ) of K over Q^ is
chosen, there is associated to G an algebraic matric group R^^G=G/ over Q^, of
degree n.d, and a rational homomorphism [L : G'->G over k such that
(i)

(JL°= ((A01, ..., (i^) : G'-^G01 x ... x G^
103
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is an isomorphism over k, where CTI, ..., ^ are the distinct isomorphisms of k into C.
The pair (G', (i) is, up to isomorphism, independent of the choice of the basis (a,),
and can also, up to isomorphism, be characterized by a universal property (loc. cit.).
The map (A also induces isomorphisms
(2)

GQ-G,;

G^G,;

G^-G^,

and, if (a,) is a module basis of o over Z, as we shall always assume, then
(3)

G,-G,,
1.5.

G^G^,

G,-G,.

There exists a rational homomorphism v : G->G' over k such that
v°== (v01, ..., v^) : G^ x ... x G^->G',

is the inverse of(A°. In fact, if say ^ is the identity, the intersection G^ of the kernels
of the homomorphisms [L^ ( z = t = i ) is stable under every isomorphism of C over k, hence
is defined over A:, and it is mapped isomorphically onto G by (A. The map v is then
just the inverse of the restriction of (JL to G^. It clearly has the following properties
(4)
(5)

^ov = id. ^ov(G) = {e)

(z+ i),

n (^(^(<)))==^

Oc'eG').

l<i<d

'

Proposition. — The map a : XQ(G')^X^G) defined by x-^X (^XQ (G')) zj ^
isomorphism.

Let ^X^G). Then pio^eX^G'), therefore the product in X^(G') of the
characters (pio^i is defined over %, whence a map p : X^G^X^^G'). A routine
verification based on (4), (5), which we omit, shows then that ocop and (Boa are both the
identity map.
i. 6. Proposition. — Let G = H. N be the semi-direct product of a subgroup H and a
normal subgroup N, both algebraic, over k. Then N^ is normal in G^, and G^ is the semi-direct
product of H^ and N4.
Let
g^= (&)vev be an element of G^. Since G^ is the semi-direct product ofH^
and N,, we may write uniquely g^h,.n, (A,eH,, ^eNJ. We have h,==f,{g,) where
/ : G - ^ G / N = H is the natural projection, hence (AJ^v^H^, which implies (^^eN^
and G^cH^.N^. The proposition then follows readily.
i .7. Proposition. — Let G' be an algebraic matric group over k, and <S> : G^->G^ an
isomorphism which maps G, onto G; for every veV. Then O(GA(S)) is commensurable with G^g
for every subset S of V.

(We recall that two subgroups of a group are commensurable with each other if
their intersection has finite index in both of them.)
The group O(G^) (peP) is open and compact in Gp, hence is commensurable
with G^. The groups 0(Gu) and (S>~1{G^, being compact, are contained respectively
in G;(T) and G^ for a suitable finite subset T ofV; hence 0(Go ) =G^ for peV—T,
and the proposition.
J04
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Remark. — This proposition applies notably when 0 = f^y where^is an isomorphism
over k of G onto G', or when G === G' is normal in an algebraic matric group H over A,
and 0 is the restriction to G^ of an inner automorphism of H^. In the former case,
it shows that f{G^) is commensurable with G^g) for any S cV.
1.8.

Proposition. — Let S be a subset ofV containing the infinite primes.

Then 7rg (G^)

is a discrete subgroup ofGg and G^/G^g) is a principal fibration over Gg/7Tg(Go(g)), with compact

structural group

II Gp .
pev-s p
Let M== II G op . The projection Tiq : G^-^Gg induces a homomorphism
pev-s
of G^(g) onto Gg, with kernel M. Since M is compact, TTg (G^g)) is discrete. Moreover,
we have obviously

Js• 7^ s(G•o(s))•M=7^:g- l (7^:g(G,(g)))nGA(g)=Go(g).M.

(6)

The group N==Gp(g).M is closed and, since M is normal in G^g), the space G^/G^g)
is a principal fibration over

GA(S)/N= (Gg x M)/N^Gg/7rg(G^),
with structural group
N/G,(g^M/(MnG^)^M.
1.9.

Proposition. — The group G^/(G°)^ is compact.

We view G/G° as a o-dimensional cycle over k in GLJG°, and denote by a the
restriction to G of the natural projection of GL^ onto GLJG°. Let ;yeG/G° and
X^d- 1 ^). We show first:
(*) There exists a finite subset 83; of V, such that if v^Sy, and X^, is not empty,
then Xo == Go n X^ is not empty.
v
v
The field k'==k{x) is algebraic, of finite degree over k. Let V the set of primes
of A', S' the set of finite primes of A', and o' the ring of integers of A:.
Since X is defined over k ' , and is irreducible, non-singular, there exists
a finite subset S^ ofV such that X contains an integral ^S-adic point for every ^S^ (1).
We take then for 83; the set of primes of k which are divided by some
element of S^. It is finite. Let now peP, P^S^. If X^ is not empty, and j^eXp,
then k(x} ==k{a(y)) cA:p, hence k ' c k . This implies the existence of ^peP'oV' such
that ^P|p and k^ = ky, o;p == Op. By definition of S^, we have ^ S^, therefore X contains
a point with coordinates in 0^5 hence in Op.
For peP, let us choose for each A?eG/G° an element of (cr'" 1 ^))^ if (o• -l (;v))y=t=0,
belonging to (cr" 1 ^))^ if the latter is not empty, and let C^ the set of these elements.
It is finite, and belongs to Go if v is outside the union of the sets 83; (;veG/G°), therefore
C=U=(^eGJ&,EC^eV)}
is compact.

Since clearly G^==C. (G°)^, the proposition is proved.

( 1 ) See S. LANG, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc.y 66 (1960), p. 240-249, end of introduction.
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1.10. Let W be a finite dimensional vector space over k. Then W^==W®A
is the adele space attached to W. More generally, an adele space X^ may be attached
to any algebraic variety X defined over A: [14, Chap. IJ. However, this will occur only
incidentally in this paper, and we refer directly to [14] for the relevant facts.
i. n. Remark. — The notion of algebraic matric group over k, of degree n, which
is meant here, differs slightly in presentation, but of course not in substance, from that
of" algebraic matric group defined over k 9? , as used for instance in [4], or in the author's
paper on linear algebraic groups [Annals ofMath., 64 (1956), p. 20-80), where the matrix
coefficients and the fields of definition are assumed to belong to some universal field 0.,
given once and for all. This convention would not be consistent with the consideration
of all the G^s. It will be more convenient to say that an algebraic matric group H over k,
of degree n, is given by an ideal 3ScA;[X^, X^, . . ., X^J such that for some (and hence
for every) algebraic closure A of k, the set H^ of elements of GL(^, ~k) whose coefficients
annihilate 3 is a group. H is said to be connected if H^ is connected in the Zariski
topology. If B is as in i. 2, then Hg is the group of elements ofGL(7z, B) whose coefficients
annihilate 3. In agreement with this point of view, we shall write GL^, SL^ rather
than GL(TZ, 0), SL{n, 0.) and then use indifferently GL^g and GL{n, B) or SL^g
and SL(^B) Q.
An isomorphism class over k of such groups corresponds to an affine algebraic group
over k, of which these groups are matrix realizations. Properties of, or notions relative
to, algebraic matric groups over k which are invariant under isomorphisms over k belong
in fact to the underlying affine algebraic group. This is the case for G^, R^G, or also,
by 1.7, for the finiteness of^G), but not the case for Go, G^° or the actual value ofc(G).
We leave it to the reader who feels the need for it to make similar adjustments
in the few occasions where we shall have to consider affine or projective varieties.
i . 12. It will be convenient to be allowed to consider sometimes rational representations over k and homogeneous spaces of a non-necessarily connected matric algebraic
group. In the cases of interest in this paper, this does not present any difficulty but,
there being seemingly no handy reference for it, we feel compelled to devote a few
sentences to that question.
Let L be an algebraic matric group, of degree m, over a field F. The ring F[L]
of regular functions, defined over k, over L, the c< coordinate ring 3? over F ofL, is generated
by i, the matrix coefficients and (det x)~1 (.yeL). A rational representation p : L-^GLg
is over F is the coefficients of p(;c) {xeL) belong to F[L].
Let M be an algebraic subgroup over F of L. Then M\L will be identified
with its image in M\GL^. The regular functions over F on M\L may be
identified with the ring F^^ of elements of F[L] which are invariant under left
(1) This way of introducing algebraic matric groups, which in a way brings us back to the pre-universal
field days, was suggested to me by P. CARTIER; see his paper in the Proceedings of the Collogue sur la Theorie des
Groupes Algebriques, Bruxelles, 1962 (to appear) for a more complete discussion, and a comparison with the point
of view of schemes.
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translations by elements of M. If M\L is an affine algebraic set, this determines
completely its structure over F. In particular, if p : L-^GL^ is a right rational representation over F, and weP a point whose orbit X is closed and whose isotropy group
is M, then g-^x.^{g) induces an isomorphism over F of M\L onto X.
i. 13. Let F be a field of characteristic zero, L an algebraic matric group over F.
For the sake of reference, we recall that if Lp is Zariski dense in L, in particular
[12, Theorem 3] ifL is connected, then L == H .N is the semi-direct product of its unipotent
radical N by a reductive algebraic subgroup H over F. This globalization of a known
fact on algebraic Lie algebras is due to Mostow (Amer. J. At., 78 (1956), 200-221,
Theorem 6), see also G. Hochschild {Illinois J. M., 5 (1961), 492-519, Section 3).
Remark (added in proof). — In fact, the preceding result is also valid i f L is not
connected (see [5]). This allows some simplifications in the sequel. In particular, in 3.6,
the second part of the proof, from « In the general case » on, is superfluous ; in 4.6, the
proof given is also valid in the non-connected case.
§ 2. The double cosets modulo G?
G,..9
A <and
"*" ^k
This paragraph is devoted to some simple examples and remarks concerning the
double cosets G^.x.Gj,. In the sequel, 2.3 will not be used and 2.2 will be needed
only when k == Q^.
2.1. In this section, we recall some facts on lattices, of which Proposition 2.2
will be an easy consequence.
Let X be a lattice in ^n. Then Op.X=Xp (peP) is a lattice in ^, and Xp=o^
for almost all p's. Conversely, given lattices Xp (peP) such that Xp=o^ for almost
all p, then X' = D Xp is a lattice in k" and we have (X% == Xp for all peP.
PGP
A lattice X in k" is isomorphic to the direct sum of o'1"1 and a fractionary ideal
of k, whose ideal class y(X) depends only on X. Two lattices X, X' are isomorphic if
and only if Y(X)==Y(X'). (For all'this, see e.g. [6, §§ i2, 13]).
To an ordered pair X, X' of lattices in k" (resp. in k^ (peP)), there is associated
a fractionary ideal ^(X, X') of k (resp. ky) [13, Chap. Ill, § i]. If for example k=Q^
and X'cX, then ^(X,X 7 ) is the ideal generated by the index of X'in X. If ueGL{n, A),
then ^(X, ^(X)) is the ideal generated by detu {loc.cit^ Prop. 2, p. 58). Since ^ ( o , a ) = a
for any ideal a ofo [13, p. 27], the above and the formal properties of^(X, X') [13, Prop. i,
p. 58] imply that the ideal class of /(o^ X) is equal to y(X). We note finally that
x(X,X%=x(X,,X,)

(peP),

as follows directly from the definition of ^(X, X').
2.2. Proposition. — The number c(G) is equal to the class number of k if G=GL^,
to one if G=SL^.

Let G=GL^ and g=(g^(=G^ By 2.1, given a lattice X in A;", then
g{X) == ft ^p(Xp) is a lattice, and G^ operates in this way transitively on the set of all
pep
*. t— T»
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lattices in k\ The isotropy group of ^ is just G^, hence the orbits of Gj, in GJG^
are in i — i correspondence with the isomorphism classes of lattices in ^ and therefore
by 2.1, with the ideal classes of k.
Let G=SL,,^=(^)eG^, and X^^). Then
x(o^X,)=(det^)=o,
for every peP, hence /(o^X)^. Since (^ X)) =y(X), there exists then
ue.GL(n,k) such that X^o"), and since (dot u) =^{o\ X), the determinant
of M is a unit of o. Multiplying z/ by an element of GL{n, o) whose determinant is
the inverse of det u, we get an element z/'eSL^, k) which brings o n onto X. Thus
SL(TZ, k)^) =81^(0^), which proves our assertion.
2.3. Proposition. —Let k=(^, F be a non-degenerate quadratic form on Q^, aW G=0(F)
the orthogonal group of F. Then the elements of G^\GJG^ are in i — i correspondence with
the classes in the genus of F.
As is usual, we shall write L[M] for ^M. L. M, where L, M are two n X n matrices.
Let S, T be two rational quadratic forms on Q^. We recall that S, T belong to
the same class if there exist matrices B, CeGL(n, Z) such that
(1)

T=S[B],

S=T[C],

and that S, T belong to the same genus if for every prime v of Q^ there exist matrices
By, C^eGL(^, Oy) such that
(2)

T-S[BJ,

S=T[CJ.

In the latter case, the quotient det S/det T is >o and is a j&-adic unit for every finite
prime p, hence det S==det T, and det B^= ± det C^== ±i for every v. Using the
fact that a j^-adic quadratic form always has a unit of determinant — i , we see that
if S, T are in the same genus, then (2) has solutions By, G^eSL{n, QJ.
Let now UeG^. By 2.2, we may write
(3)

U^M.N-^M^MJeSL^),

NeGL(7z, QJ,

detN=±i.

We have then F[N] =F[MJ, therefore T==F[N] is a rational form in the genus ofF.
A straightforward verification shows that the class of T does not change if we use another
decomposition of U similar to (3) or if we replace U by an element of G^.U.GQ.
Therefore U ->T defines a map $ of G^\GJG^ into the set of classes in the genus of F.
There remains to show that 0 is bijective.
Let T be as above, and T' = F[M;] == F[N'] be obtained similarly from F. It T'
belongs to the class ofT, then there exists LeGL(^, Z) such that T=T'[L]; we have
F^^FEN.L],

F[M;]=F[My.L],

hence
M'eG^.M.L,

N^GQ.N.L,

M'.N'-^G^.M.N-^GQ,

which shows that 0 is injective. Let now T be in the genus ofF, and M = (My) (=SL(%, A)00
be such that T=F[MJ for every v. By Hasse's theorem, there exists NeGL(7z, QJ
108
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such that T=F[N], We have then M.N'^G^, detN== ± i , and the class of T belongs
to the image of 0.
2.4. Proposition. — Assume that G = H. N is the semi-direct product of a subgroup H
and a normal subgroup N, both algebraic, over k, and that c(N) = i. Then c{G) is finite if <;(H)
so is, and is equal to one if c(Vi) so is.

Let (^)^i be a set of representatives of the double cosets H^.^.H^ (^eH^). We
have G^==H^.N^ by 1.5, and NA=N^.N^ by assumption, whence
G=UHr.^.H,.N^=UH^.^.N^.^- l .^.G,.
iei

zei

Since ^.N^.^"1 is commensurable with N^ (1.7)3 there exist finitely many elements
J^-(=NA such that ^.N^.^cUN^.j^. The set of products (j^-.^) contains then
representatives of all double cosets G^.x.G^ which proves the first part of 2.4. If
moreover c(H) = i, then I has one element, we may assume x^e, whence Jn=-e,
and c{G) == i.
2.5. Corollary. — If G is unipotent, then c{G) == i.
This follows from the approximation theorem if dim G == i, and from 2.4 by
induction in the general case.
2.6. The group G is said to have the strong approximation property if Gv_p.G/, is
dense in G^ [8, Q\. This property is clearly invariant under isomorphisms over k.
Let G have the strong approximation property. If U is an open subgroup ofG^
containing Gy_p, then U.G^G^, for, given geG^, we have U .gnGy_y.G^0,
whence ^eU.Gv_p.G^==U.G^. In particular, G^==G^.G^, and c{G)=i. This
applies e.g. when G=SL^ or G is unipotent [8, g],
2.7. Proposition. — Let G == H. N be the semi-direct product of a subgroup H and a
normal subgroup N, both algebraic over k. Assume that N has the strong approximation property.
Then every double coset G^.x.Gj,{xeG^) intersects H^, hence c(G)^(H). If moreover
G^=H^.N^, then ,(G)-^(H).

For any xeG^, the group AT^N^.^ is open in N^ and contains Ny-p, therefore,
by 2.6, we have N^N^.N^Ar 1 .]^.^.]^, hence also
(i)

^Nr.N,=Nr.^.N,
Let now (^),ei be

a set

of representatives of H]°\H^/H^.

(^eGJ.
We have

G^=UHr.^.H,.N^UHj°.^.Nr.N,.H,=UHf.^.Nr.G,,
and, using (i)
G^=UH]°.Nr.^.G,=UGr.^.G,,

which shows that (^)^i intersects each double coset G^.x.G^ and proves the first
assertion.
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Assume now that G]°^H]°.N^, and let x^yeH^ be such that xeG^.jy.G^
Then we may write
x^a.b.y.u.v

(^H]°, &eNj°, ue^ veH^.

The element x ' ==a~l.x.v~l of H^ belongs to the same double coset mod H^°, H^ as ^,
and is also equal to b.jy.u, hence, by (i)
x'=y.b1.u'

(A'eN^'eN,).

Since G^ is the semi-direct product of H^ and N^, this yields x ' ==y, and our second
assertion.
§ 3. Siegel domains in GL,, and fundamental sets in Gcc.
In this paragraph Go is identified with 7^00 (Go).
3.1. A subset B of Goo is a fundamental set for Go if it satisfies the following
conditions
(F o) oo : K. B = B for some maximal compact subgroup K of G.
( F i ) , : B.Go-Goo.
(F2)oo '" For any a, beG^ the set of xeG^ such that K.a.x.bnK^0 is finite.
The condition (F 0)00 has been included chiefly to remain in agreement with [2, 4],
but will play no role here. Since Go is discrete in Goo, (F 2)00 is certainly true if B is
relatively compact. Therefore compact, or open and relatively compact, fundamental
sets always exist when Goo/Go is compact.
It is clear that the condition (F 2)00 is not changed if x is allowed to run through
any finite union of right or left cosets of Go in G^;. For future use, we mention one such
apparent strengthening of (F 2)00 :
Lemma. — The condition (F 2}y^for a subset B of G^ is equivalent to:
( F 2 ) c o : For any a, beGj^, and any non-^ero algebraic integer reo,

the set of

xeGy=={geG^\r.g, r.g~le'M.(n, o)} such that B.a.^.&nB^0 is finite.

Let xeGy. Then
(r^C^O^C^-1).!)".

But there are only finitely many lattices between two lattices FcF' of^ (since F'/F
is a finite group); therefore Gy is the union of finitely many left cosets modulo the isotropy
group of c^ in G^, that is modulo Go, and Gy is of course equal to Go if r= i, whence
the lemma.
3.2. The following property of a subset Be Goo, relatively to a given algebraic
subgroup H over k ofG, plays a considerable role in [4], although it is not stated explicitely
there:
(F3)oo.* For any rational integer m > i , any rational (right) representation
p : G->GL^ over k, any point we^ with a closed orbit and isotropy group H, and
any lattice FcA^, the intersection w . p ( B ) n F is finite.
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In view of the properties ofR^, it is clear that if (F 3)^ is true for R^G, R^H,
then it is true for G, H.
3.3. The standard Siegel domain G^u (^ ueR, ^ u>o) ofGL(n, R) is by definition
the set of products k . a.n where ke0{n), a== diag (^, ...,0 (^.^.^i;z=i, . . . , ^ — i )
and n=(n^ is upper triangular, with ones in the diagonal, and n^\^u (i<j), where
the bounds are sufficiently large so that GL{n, R) ==G^.SL(n, Z), say ^>4/3, u>12
(see [4, § 4.5] for references). It has the property ( F s ) ^ by a well-known theorem
of Siegel recalled in [4, § 4.5] and is therefore a fundamental set for GL {n, Z) in GL(n, R).
3.4.

Lemma. — Let k= Q^, (5 ^ standard Siegel domain of GL(n, R), I a finite subset

qfGL{n, %).

Z^ G be a reductive group, aeS'L(n, R) such that a. G^.a~1 is self-adjoint ( 1 ),

aW B==\J {a~l.G.cr^G^).

Then B /z<zy property ( F 2 ) ^ .

7/' H ^ ^ algebraic subgroup

cei
over k and a.H^.a~1 is also self-adjoint, then B has property (Fg)^ with respect to H.

Property (F2)oo follows from the facts recalled in 3.3. As to (F 3)^, 3.4 is in
this case chiefly a restatement of results proved in [4]. In fact, an easy commensurability
argument, as given at the end of 6.9 in [4, p. 511], shows that it is enough to prove the
existence of one rational representation p' : G->GL^ over % and of one point w'eQ^
with closed orbit X' and isotropy group H such that w'.p^B^r" is finite for any
lattice r'cQ^. We start then with a representation p' : GL^->GL^ over Q^for which
there exists w'e^ whose orbit under GL^ is closed and whose isotropy group in GL^
is H. This exists by [4, 3.8], taking into account the fact that, a.VL^.a~1 being selfadjoint, H is reductive [4, § i]. The orbit of w under G is then also closed, and it is
afortiori enough to show that z^/.p'^^.S'.^nr' is finite for any lattice F'cQ^ and
any beGL{m, Q^). This amounts to proving the finiteness of w / '.p / ((5)n^".p / (A~' l ),
where z£/'=z£/.p(fl~ 1 ). Since F'.p^A"' 1 ) is also a lattice in Q^, and the isotropy group
a.H^.a~1 of w" in GL(72, R) is self-adjoint, the finiteness in question is a consequence
of [4, 5.4].
3.5. It follows from 3.4 and [4] that if G is reductive, and H an algebraic
subgroup over k of G, then G^ has open or closed fundamental sets which also
verify (F 3)^.
In fact, using the restriction of the ground field, we may assume k == Q,. If (F 3) ^ is
not an empty condition relatively to H, then H\G admits a realization as a closed orbit,
hence H is reductive [4, 3.8], and there exists aeSL(^,R) such that a.G^.a~1 and
a.Hp.a" 1 are self-adjoint (by a result of Mostow, also proved in [4, § i]). Then,
by [4, 6.5], Goo = GR==B . Gz, where B is as in 3.4, and satisfies therefore all our conditions.
3.6. Similarly, we may strengthen slightly [4, 12.3] and assert that G^ contains
closed or open fundamental sets.

(1) As in [4], a subgroup of GL(w, R) is said to be self-adjoint if it is invariant under the map g —> ^,
where ^ is the transpose matrix of g.
Ill
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If G is unipotent, then G^/G^ is compact, and G^ has compact, or open and
relatively compact, fundamental sets (see 3.1).
If G^ is Zariski-dense in G, we use the decomposition G = H . N of 1.13. In
view of the above, it suffices to show that if BcH^ and CcN^, with C relatively
compact, are fundamental sets for H^ and N^ in H^ and N^ respectively, then B.C is
a fundamental set for G^ in G^. For (F o)^, this is clear because the maximal compact
subgroups ofH^ are also maximal compact in G^ ; as to (F i)^, this follows from

G,=B.H,.N,=B.N,H,=B.C.N,.H,.
The condition (Fs)^ is invariant under a rational change of coordinates, since the
latter replaces G^ by a commensurable group (1.7, Remark). We may therefore assume
that k11 is the direct sum of subspaces which are stable under H^ and acted upon trivially
by N^, and that N^ is upper triangular. Then Go=H^.No, and the proof given
in [4, 6.12] holds here too.
In the general case, let G^ be the subgroup ofG formed by all connected components
of G which intersect G^. By the theorem of Rosenlicht [12, Theorem 3], G^ is Zariski
dense in G^. By the above, there exists an open or closed fundamental set ^ for G^
in Gi^. We denote by K^ a maximal compact subgroup of G^ such that Ki.Qi=^.
Let (^) (i:<z^) be a set of representatives in G^ for the cosets G^/G^. Then
0= U a,.^ obviously verifies (F i)^. If now ^.^n0+0 (a, beG., xeG,),
1 < i<^m

then there exist i,j {^<,i,j<_m) such that
afi^.a.x.b. n^.t^+0.

By definition, G^ contains ^, a, x, b, therefore a, and ^. are in the same coset
modulo G^, hence i==j\ O.^a.x.bn ^i+0, and the possible x ' s are finite in number.
Thus 0. verifies (F2)oo.
In order to have 0. verify (F o) „ also, we take a maximal compact subgroup K
of G^ containing K^. Then K intersects all connected components (usual topology)
of G^, hence we may take the a(s in K. We have then K==U^K.i,
0==U^.Q,=U^.Ki.^=K.^,
and therefore K.t2==^.
Remark. — In the last part of the proof we have used the fact that the usual properties
of maximal compact subgroups in a connected Lie group are also true in a Lie group L
with finitely many connected components, in particular: every compact subgroup is
contained in a maximal compact one, the maximal compact subgroups are conjugate
by inner automorphisms, and the quotient of L by one of them is homeomorphic to a
euclidean space (see G. D. Mostow, Annals of Math., 62 (1955), p. 44-55).
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§ 4. Fundamental sets for Gj, in GA.
4.1. Definition. — A subset HcG^ is a fundamental set for G/, if it verifies the two
conditions:
(Fi)^G^^.G,,
(F2)^ : ^.^nG^

is finite.

Since Gj, is discrete, (F 2)^ is true for any relatively compact set Q; therefore,
if GJGj, is compact, there always exist compact, or open and relatively compact,
fundamental sets.
4.2. In analogy with 3.2, we also introduce the following condition for a subset 0.
of G^, relatively to a given algebraic subgroup H over k of G.
(F 3)^ : For any rational integer m'>_ i, any rational representation p : G->GL^
over A, and any we^ with closed orbit and isotropy group H, the set w.^O^ri^ is
finite.
4.3. Lemma. — Let B be a subset of G^ and G a relatively compact subset ofGp.
a) IfB verifies (F2)^, then B.C verifies (F 2)^.
b) If B verifies (F3)oo relatively to a subgroup H, ^z B.C verifies (F 3)^ relatively
to H.
Let A:eG^n (BC^^.BC. Then, for any peP, the elements x and ^-1 belong
to the relatively compact sets ny{C~l.C) and Tr^C.G"1) respectively. The basic
properties of the adele topology (see § i) show then the existence of r e o , r = h o , such
that rx, rx~le'M.{n, o?) for every peP, hence such that rx, rx~lE'M.(n, o). For the
components of infinity, we have B.^nB=t=0, whence our assertion (see 3.1).
The proof of b) is quite similar. Let p, w be as in (F 3)^ and ^ew.p^B.C^nA;^.
For every peP, the element x belongs to the relatively compact set 7Tp(w.p(C)); there
exists then reo,r=i=o, such that r.xeQ^ for every peP, therefore such that r.^eo^.
Thus
^^(B.COnA^^er,
where r^^" 1 ).^ is a lattice in A:^. Projecting at infinity, we get A:ew.poo(B)nr,
which is finite by assumption.
Remark. — The proof of (F 3)00—»-(F 3)^ shows in fact that if B verifies (F 3)^
for one representation p, one point we^, and any lattice F ck"1, then B. C verifies (F 3)^
for p and w.
4.4. Lemma. — Let k== Q^, G== GL^, and G a standard Siegel domain ofG'L{n, R).
Then G^G.G^.G^.
This follows from G^=G^.GQ (see 2.2) and 1.8 (6). In fact what is proved
here is that if c(G)=i, and B.TT^ (GJ =G^ (BcGJ, then G^^B.Gy.G^
4.5. Theorem. — Let k=(^y G be reductive. Let G be a standard Siegel domain
of GL(TZ,R) and <zeSL(7z,R) be such that a.G^.a~1 is self-adjoint [4, § i]. Then there
113
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exist finitely many elements b,, . . ., b,eGL{n, QJ such that ^1= U (a-^S.GLw, n.&.nG
)
U* t
A/
v

z'=l

is a fundamental set for GQ ^ G^. 7/'H ^ ^ algebraic subgroup over k of G and a.H^.a-1
is self-adjoint, then D verifies (F 3)^ relatively to H.
Here, ^.©.GI^u stands for
{g== ^^GL^g^ea-^Q, gpeGL{n, Zy), {p prime)}.
8

KY [4? 3- ] there exists a rational representation p : GL^GL^ defined over % and
a point weQ^ whose orbit under GL(^ C) is closed and whose isotropy group is G.
Let w' be the point of A^ defined by w^==w.^a-1), Wy = Wp {p prime). The
orbit of w^ under GL{n, C) is the same as that of w, hence is closed, and the isotropy
group of <, in GL(n, R) is a.G^.a~\ hence is self-adjoint. Lemma 3.4 (with G
and H replaced by GL^ and G respectively) and 4.3 show the existence of finitely many
elements b^ ..., b,eGL(n, QJ such that
(1)

^.PA(®.GI^u)n^.pA(GL(7z, QJ c{^.p^r1), ..., w.^(b^)}.

Let us put
H={^eGL^J^.p^(^)=^}.
Then, clearly,
(2)
Let now jceH.

H=^(a).G,.
Using 4.4, we may write
x=s.b-1

{seQ.GL^,beGL(n,Q,))

and the relation w ' . p^x) = w gives
W'.PAM=W.PAW;

which, by (i), shows that w.p^b) =w.p^(^- 1 ) forsome ?(i^^^).

Thisyields Zi.&.eGq,

H c U (©.GL^.&..G,)
»=1

which, together with (2), proves that G^=Q.GQ.
We may write Q cB. C, where
(3)

B = U (^.S.T^nGJ
1=1

verifies (F 2)00 by 3.4, and where
(4)

C = U (7rp(^).GL.nG,)
i=l

is compact. The validity of (F 2)^3 (F 3)^ then follows from 3.4 and 4.3.
4.6. Theorem. — G^ contains closed or open fundamental sets for G^ if G is connected.
If G is reductive, and H is an algebraic subgroup over k of G, then G^ contains closed or open
fundamental sets verifying (F 3)^ relatively to H.
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By use of the restriction of the scalars, the proof is readily reduced to the case
where k = Q^.
Let first G be reductive. Then 4.4 gives closed fundamental sets. But we can
of course replace Q by the interior of a standard Siegel domain, and GL^ y by a bigger
open, relatively compact subset of GL^p, and then we get open fundamental sets. If
now H\G is realized as a closed orbit in a vector space, it is an affine variety, hence H
is reductive [4, 3.8], and there exists aeSL{n,R) such that both a.Gj^.a~1 and a.fl^.a~1
are self-adjoint [4, § i]. With this choice of a, the set 0. of 4.5 verifies (F 3)^ in virtue
of 4.3 b ) .
If now G is connected, we have G = H. N, with H reductive, N unipotent and
normal i n G ( i . i 3 ) . By[n, Prop. 15] N^/Nq is compact, hence 4.6 is true for G==N,
and it is enough to show that if B cH^ and C cN^ are fundamental set for HQ and NQ,
with G relatively compact, then B. C is a fundamental set for GQ in G^.
We have

G^H^=B.HQ.N^B.N^H,=B.C.GQ.
Let g=h.u (A£HQ, z/eNq) belong to (BG^.BG.
B.AnB+0,

This is the case if and only if

h^.C.h.unC^O.

Thus there are only finitely many possibilities for A, and, G being relatively compact,
only finitely many possible u ' s for a given A, which ends the proof.
Remark. — The first part of 4.6 will be extended to non-connected groups in 5.2.
§ 5. Finiteness theorems for GA, G/c,
5.1. Theorem.— The number c(G} of distinct double cosets G^.x.G^ {xeG^) is finite.
Since a compact subset C of G^ is contained in the union of finitely many right
translates of G^° (see 1.2), 5.1 is equivalent to the existence of a compact subset C
of G^ such that
(i)

G^GF.C.G,.

Let first G be connected. Using i . 13, 2.4, 2.5, we may assume G to be reductive.
By restriction of the ground field (1.4), it is enough to consider the case where A==Q^.
But then ( i ) is a consequence of 4.5 (3), (4).
In the general case, there exists a compact set D of G^ such that G^ == D. G^ (1.9).
By i . 2 and the above, we may find finite subsets I, J of G^ and G^ such that

G^=

U G^.x.G^.^.G,.

a-ei,yeJ

The theorem follows now from the fact that x . G^ .x~1 is commensurable with Gj° (1.7).
5.2.

Corollary. — Let B a fundamental set for Go in G^.

Then there exists a compact

subset CcGp such that B.C' is a fundamental set for G^ in G^for any relatively compact subset C'
of Gp containing C.
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By 5.1, there exists a compact set Co in Gp such that G^=G^.CQ.G^. Let
(2)

G==GU.CO.GU.

We have

Gr.C=G,.C=B.O,.7r,(G,)).C;
using (2) and 1.8, we get
Gf.C-B.G.(j,.7rJG,))=B.G.G,,
hence
G^=Gr.G.G,=B.C.G,.
The corollary then follows from 4.3. Since B always exists (3.5), this produces fundamental sets also when G is not connected.
5.3. Let G be reductive connected and H an algebraic subgroup over k. When
k == Q,, it is shown in [4, 3.8] that H is reductive if and only if there exists a rational
representation p : G-^GL(W) over k and a point weWj^ whose orbit X is closed and
whose isotropy group is H.
This is also valid over a number field, with G not necessarily connected. In fact
let G'=R^G, H'^R^H.X'^R^X. Wehavethen X'^H^G'. If H is reductive,
then so is H', hence X' is affine ([4, 3.8] and 1.12), X is affine, and the existence
of p follows from [4, 2.4, footnote 2] (1). If p exists, then X is affine, hence so is X',
H' is reductive [4, 3.8], and therefore H is reductive.
5.4.

Theorem, — Let G be reductive^ H an algebraic subgroup over k of G, and a the

natural projection ofG onto X=H\^G.
is an affine algebraic set.

Assume that H is reductive or, equivalently (5.3) that X

Then cr^(G^)nX^ is the union of finitely many orbits of G^ (2).

Let p : G—>GLt^ be a right rational representation over k and we^ a point
whose orbit X' is closed and whose isotropy group is H (see 5.3). There is an equivariant
isomorphism O r X - ^ X ' over k which maps or(H) onto w, whence an equivariant
homeomorphism 0^ : X^-^X^ which sends X^ onto X^. and cr^(G^) onto w.p(G^).
Thus we are reduced to proving that w.^^G^n^ consists of finitely many orbits ofG^,
or that w.p^nA:^ is finite for a suitable fundamental set 0 for Gj^ in G^; but this
follows from 4.6.
5.5.

Lemma. — The following conditions are equivalent', a) G^ is unimodular, b) G^ is

unimodular, c) Gj° is unimodular, d) G^ is unimodular, e) every left invariant rational exterior
differential form on G°, of degree s== dim G, defined over k, is right invariant.

If X^(G°) = i,

then G^ is unimodular.

By 1.9, the quotient group GJG0^ is compact, therefore (a) o (&).

The quotient

(1) We do not need to know whether the result of Well used in the proof of [4, 2.4] holds good for nonirreducible varieties, because H^G 7 is embedded in H'YGL^, which is irreducible. An affine embedding over A;
of the latter then yields one for the former.
(2) As in [4], we have been led by our conventions on Siegel domains to consider right representations
in § 3. This is why 5.8 is formulated for right coset spaces; but it is of course equivalent to the corresponding
statement for G/H.
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GJG^ is finite, and 1.9 implies that G^/G^00 is compact. Therefore G^° (resp. GJ
is unimodular if and only ifG^° (resp. G0,) is so. It suffices therefore to prove 5.5 when G
is connected.
Let co be a rational left-invariant differential form of degree s on G, defined over k.
Then u.g=^(g).u where ^eX^(G), hence X^(G) = i implies^.
The form o induces a left-invariant form o^ on Gy for every yeV. There exist
convergence factors (Xj^y such that the product of the measures \o)y is defined on
GA(S) (ScV, S finite) and is a Haar measure, and the inductive limit of these Haar
measures is a Haar measure on G^ [14, Chap. II]. From this, the equivalence ofe) with
any o{ b), c ) , d ) is clear.
5.6. Theorem. — (i) GJGj^ carries an invariant measure and has a finite volume for
that measure if and only if X^(G°) = i.
(ii) GJGj, is compact if and only if X^(G°) == i and every unipotent element ofGj, belongs
to the radical of G^;.
By 5.1, there exists a finite subset I of G^ such that
G^UGr.^.G,.
a-ei
We have then
(3)

G^/G^U^^.Gf.^/^.Gr.^nG,)}.
a-ei

Since x'^.G^.x is commensurable with G^ (i .7), the group ^""^G^.^nG^ is commensurable with G^nG^==Go. Taking 5.5 into account, we see that (i) and (ii) are
respectively equivalent to the same assertions for G^/G,,. Since the latter space is fibered
over G^/Go with compact fibers (1.8), (i) and (ii) are also equivalent to the statements
obtained from them by writing G^/Gp instead of GJGj^y but these follow from [4, 12.3]
and from the fact that (G°)^ has a finite index in G^.
(Of course, we could also reduce the proof to the case where k = Q^ by use of i. 4,
1.5 and then refer to [4, 9.4, n.8] rather than to [4, 12.3].)
5.7. Let m^: I^—^R'^ be the continuous homomorphism of the idele group
of A; into R + which associates to an idele x={Xy)^^y its idele module II [|^J|y. To
v£V

each character ^eX^(G) corresponds a continuous homomorphism m^o^^G^-^R'^';
we put
(4)

A- n

xex^(G)

ker(m^o^).

If s is a rational integer, then, clearly, ker ^o^=ker m^o^. Therefore
(5)

A== n

ker(m,o^),

X£M

whenever M is a subgroup of finite index of X^(G).
Let
(6)

L={^G|xW=±i,(xeX,(G))}.
1/7
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This is an algebraic normal subgroup over k of G, whose unipotent radical coincides
with that of G. Since Gy is compact, it belongs to ^G^, whence
(7)

AnGr=L,xGu,

which implies
(8)

7T,(GJCL,,

7r,(GJ=7T,(LJ.

For connected groups, 5.6 admits the following generalization:
5.8. Theorem. —Let G be connected. Then ^G^== D ker(^o^) is unimodular,
x ex^(G)
contains G^, the space ^G^G^ ^ a finite invariant measure^ and niG^G^ is compact if and only
if every unipotent element of G^ belongs to the radical of G^.
as

A classical special case of 5.8 not included in 5.6 is the compactness of the
quotient I^k* of the group of ideles of k of idele-module one, by k*.
By the product formula, ^G^ contains G/g. Let J be a set of representatives for
the distinct double cosets G^ .x.G^ which meet ^G^. It is finite by 5.1, and
,G^= U(AnGr).^.G,.
xE J

The group x~'t^G^nG^)x=^G^nx~l.G^ .x is commensurable with ^G^nGj° and
therefore, as in 5.6, our theorem is equivalent to the corresponding assertion for ^G^nG^
and Go. Using 5.7 (6), (7), (8) and 1.8, we see that (AnG^/G^ is fibered
over Loo/7r^(Lo) with compact typical fiber Gy. We are thus reduced to proving the
statement 5.8 with ^G^ and Gp replaced by L^ and Lp, the latter group being now
viewed as a subgroup ofL^. This modified statement follows from 5.5 and [4, 9.4, 11.8]
provided that we show that X^(L°) == i. But this last fact is a consequence of the more
general lemma:
5.9.

Lemma. — Let F be afield of characteristic ^ero, M a connected algebraic matric group

over F, and B a connected normal algebraic subgroup over kof^A.
homomorphism Xp(M) -^Xp(B)

Then the cokernel of the restriction

is finite.

Let R(M) and R(B) be the radicals of M and B. The group R(B) is normal
in R(M) and M (resp. B) is isogeneous to the semi-direct product ofR(M) (resp. R(B))
with a semi-simple group. The restriction defines therefore an injective homomorphism Xp(M)->Xp(R(M)) (resp. Xp(B)->Xp(R(B))) with finite cokernel, and we
may assume M and B to be solvable. The group M is then the semi-direct product,
over k, of its unipotent radical N by a maximal algebraic torus T, whence a natural
isomorphism Xp(M) ^Xp(T). Assuming, as we may, that S = TnB is a maximal torus
of B, we have similarly B == (TnB). (NnB), Xp(B) == Xp(TnB), so that it is enough to
prove 5. g when M is an algebraic torus; in that case it follows for instance from [4, 8.4 a}].
5.10. Remark. — In Ono's terminology [n], G is of type (F) if c(G) is finite,
of type (C) (resp. (M)) if ^GJGj, is compact (resp. of finite invariant measure), and G has
no defect if the restriction homomorphism X^(G) —»-X^(G°) has a finite cokernel. If G has
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no defect then the intersection L' of the kernels of the elements ofX^(G°) has finite index
in the group L of 5.7 (6), hence L^ has a finite index in L^ and 5.7 (5), (7) show
that rrfiJnPi ls compact. Thus ^G^ is unimodular if and only if^G^ is so. Together
with 5.1,5.6, this proves: G is of type (F), a group with no defect is of type (M), a group
with no defect is of type (C) if and only if every unipotent element of G^ belongs to the
radical ofG^;. For G solvable and G^ Zariski dense in G, this was already proved in [i i].
§ 6. Application to principal homogeneous spaces.
Our aim in this paragraph is to give an application of 5.4 to Galois cohomology.
As to the latter, we limit ourselves to a minimum of preliminaries, and refer to [5, i o, 13]
for more details.
6.1. Let L be a group, and B a group on which L operates on the left. Being
interested here only in Galois cohomology, we assume that all the orbits of L in B are
finite and we define a i-cocycle of L, with values in B, as a map s—^bg of L in B with
a finite image, such that &^==j-(^). Two cocycles (&J, (^) are cohomologous if
there exists ceB such that b[=c~1 .bg.s{c). This is an equivalence relation. The
set of such equivalence classes is the first Galois cohomology set of L with coefficients
in B, denoted H^L; B). If B is commutative, it is a commutative group; in
general H^L; B) is just a set with a distinguished zero element, the class of the
coboundaries J->& -l .j•(&) (&eB). If L operates on another group C, again with finite
orbits, then any equivariant map / : B — ^ G induces a map /1 : H^L; B^H^L; C)
sending the zero element onto the zero element; by definition, the kernel off1 is the inverse
image of the zero element of H^L; C).
The set B11 of fixed points ofL in B is, by definition, the o-cohomology group H°(L; B)
of L in B, and the following lemma is in fact a part of the exactness of a cohomology
sequence ([13, p. 133], [5]).
6.2.

Lemma. — We keep the previous notation, and assume that B is a subgroup of C.

Then there exists a natural map 8 : (C/B^—^H^L; B) which induces a bijection SQ of the set of orbits
ofC^in (C/B)1' onto the kernel^ of the map i 1 : H^L; B^H^L; C) induced by the injection
of B in C.

Let TT : C—^C/B be the canonical projection, and o=7r(B). Let xe(CI'B)11, and
choose ce•K~l{x). Then ^(G/B^ implies c~l.s{c)e'B, and s-^c~l.s{c) is a cocycle
ofL in B, whose class does not change when c varies in ^~l{x), and is S{x) by definition.
Clearly S{x) eN; it is easily checked that 8 is constant on the C11 orbits.
If 8(A:)=8(jQ (^^(C/B)^, then there exist c, rfeC, ^eB such that
^.O==A:,

d.o==jy,

d^^s^d) ==^~1 .c~1 .s{c) .s{^)

(seL),

whence c.^.d~leCL. Since c.^,d~1 .jy==x, this shows that 8^ is injective. If now
(&,)(=N, then there exists ceC such that b^c'1^^) {seL), whence ^(^(C/B)1'
and (^)=8(7T(^)). Thus Im8DN.
6.3. We shall be concerned here only with the case where L is the Galois group
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Gal(F/A) over A: of the field F of all algebraic numbers, and where B = G p $ as is usual,
we write H\k, G) for H^Gal (F/A:); Gp). This set may also be viewed as the inductive
limit of the cohomology sets H^Gal ( k ' f k ) ; G^), where k' runs through the finite algebraic
normal extensions of A:. Since H^Gal (A;'/A;), G^) =o when G=GL^ (Theorem of
Speiser, see e.g. [13, p. 159]), we also have
(i)

H^.GLJ^o.

Together with 6.2, this implies the
Lemma, — The map S : (GLJG^-^H^A;, G) induces a bijection \ of the set of orbits
of GL{n,k) in (GLJG)^ onto H^A:, G).
6.4. A principal homogeneous space for G is an affine algebraic set X over
which G operates, say on the right, as an algebraic transformation group, so that for
each ^eX the map g->x.g is a biregular map of G onto X. Since we are in characteristic zero, it would be equivalent to require that G is simply transitive on X. The
principal homogeneous space is over A: if X and the action of G on X are defined over k.
A principal homogeneous space over k is said to split over an extension k ' of k if
it has a point rational over k''. If this is the case, and if xeX.^. then g->x.g identifies,
over k ' , X with G operating on itself by right translations.
Two principal homogeneous space X, X' for G, over k, are isomorphic over k
if there exists an equivariant birational biregular map over k of X onto X'. It is well
known that there is a natural i — i correspondence 0 between these isomorphism classes
and ti\k; G) (see [10] for instance). We sketch the proof:
A principal homogeneous space X over k for G always contains an algebraic
point x. Given j-eGal (F/A;), there is a unique ^eGp such that x.g,=s{x). It is
readily checked that s->g^ is a i-cocycle whose class depends only on the isomorphism
class over k of X, and that the map <D thus obtained is injective. That 0 is surjective
follows from " field-descent 9? but, in our case, may be deduced from 6.3: in fact,
if ;ce(GLJG)fc, and ifX,, is the inverse image of x in GL^, viewed in the obvious manner
as a principal homogeneous space for G, then it follows immediately from the definitions
that S(^)=(D(XJ.
6.5. A principal homogeneous space X over k is said to split locally everywhere
if it splits over all completions of k. Since an irreducible variety over k has integral
p-adic points for almost all peP (see i .9 for a reference), so does X, if G is connected.
Let now G be connected, G' be an algebraic matric group over k containing G as
an algebraic subgroup, and cr : G'-^G'/G the natural projection. <? induces a continuous
map (T^: GA-^GVG)^. Let xe^G'IG)^ and X==CT- 1 ^) be the corresponding principal
homogeneous space. If xea^G^), then X obviously splits everywhere; the remark
made earlier in this section shows that the converse is true if G is connected. Together
with 6.3, 6.4, this proves the following.
6.7. Lemma. — We keep the previous notation, and assume G to be connected. Then
the elements of ker (H^A:, G)->B.\k, G')) which, viewed as principal homogeneous spaces, split
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locally everywhere, are in i — i correspondance with the orbits of G^ in ^(G'D^GVG)^.

If now G is reductive and G' == GL^, then ^(G^) n (G'/G)^ is the union of finitely
many orbits of G^ by 5.4. Combined with 6.3, this proves the following:
6.8. Theorem. — Let G be reductive, connected. Then the number of isomorphism classes
over k of principal homogeneous spaces over k for G which split locally everywhere is finite.

This theorem will be generalized in [5], where it will be shown that given a principal
homogeneous space X over k for G (where G is subject only to our standing assumptions)
and a finite subset ScV, the principal homogeneous spaces over k for G which are
isomorphic to X over Ay for all veV — S form a finite number of isomorphism classes over k.
§ 7. Application to parabolic subgroups.
7.1. Let G be connected. An algebraic subgroup H of G is parabolic if G/H is
a complete variety. H is then connected, equal to its normalizer. If, moreover, H is
defined over A, the fibering of G by H admits local rational cross sections defined over k
(for all this, see [7]); consequently [14, p. 27]:

(1)

(G/H)^= GJH^

(G/H),= GJH,,

and, of course, (G/H)^ is compact.
7.2. Lemma. — (Godement). Let G be connected, and H a parabolic subgroup.
there exists a finite subset IcG^ such that

Then

G^UGF.^.H,.

a;ei
By (i) and the compactness of (G/H)^, there exists a compact subset C of G^ such
that G^= C. H^. The set C is covered by finitely many translates of Gj° (1.2) and H^ by
finitely many double cosets modulo Hj° and H^ (5.1). Therefore G^ is a finite union
of subsets y.G^ .^.^{yeG^, ^eH^). Since y-G^ .y~1 is commensurable with G^° (i .7),
it is contained in the union of finitely many right translates of Gj°, whence the lemma.
7.3. Theorem. — Let G be connected and H be a parabolic subgroup, defined over k.
Then (G/H)^; is the union of finitely many orbits of G^.

Lemma 7.2 implies the existence of a finite subset I of G^ such that
G.cUGF.^.H,,
a;ei
whence

G/c= u (GF n Gjc) • x. H^,
xei

(2)

G,=UG^.H,,
xei

which is equivalent to our assertion.
7.4. Remark. — The above proof is due to Godement. Another one is given
in [2]. In fact, the theorem is proved there only when k == Q^, and G is semi-simple.
However the general case can easily be reduced to that one by use of the restriction
of the scalars, of the surjectivity of Gj^ ->(G/H)^, and of the fact that H contains the
radical ofG. We refer to [2, 4.6] for another formulation of this theorem.
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We conclude this section with a proposition which is used in proving the assertions
made in [2, 4.7], as will be shown elsewhere.
7.5. Proposition. — Let G be connected, and H a parabolic subgroup. Assume that
G
G
A= ^• G fc ^ that Gy==G^.Hp for every peP. Then the number v(G, H) of double
cosets of G^ modulo Go and H^ is equal to c(H).
The assumption on the Gp (p eP) implies
G^GF.H^
whence

(3)

G^== U GF.^.H,,
l<i<m

where (AJ (i<,i^m) is a set of representatives in H^ for the distinct double cosets
Hj°.A.H^. Since G^=G^.Gj, by assumption, there exists x.eGj, such that A.eG^.A:,,
whence

G,= U (Gj°nG,).^.H,= U G,.^.H,,
l^t<W

l^l<M

and ^(G,H).<^(H).
If now x^G^x^G^, then A,eG^°.^.H^ and therefore
A,e(GrnHJ.^.H,=H,°.^.H,,
which shows that v(G,H)^c(H).
§ 8. Generalization to the groups of S-units.
The results of the previous paragraphs pertain to G^, G^, those of [4] to Gp, G^.
Here we discuss some extensions to GO(S), G^g), Gg (ScV).
As usual, S denotes a subset of V. Unless otherwise stated, S is assumed to contain
the infinite primes, but it is not necessarily finite.
We shall often make no notational distinction between Gj^ and 7rg(G^), or between
Go(g) and 7Cg(Go(g)). Otherwise said, when we view G^, G^ as subgroups of Gg,
then we mean TCg(G^), TTg(G^g)).
8.1. A subset QcG^g^ is a. fundamental set for G^ if it satisfies the two conditions:
(F

I

)A(S)

: 01

• GO(S.) = GA(S)?

(F 2)^g) : ^-^^nG^g) is finite.
We could of course define a fundamental set Q. for G^g) in Gg in the same way,
but the case where S = = V — P suggests rather to require
(Fi)g:Q.G^=Gg.
(F 2)g : For any a.beG^, the set of elements xeG^ such that O..a.x.bn0.+0
is finite.
8.2. It will be convenient to have at one's disposal the analogue of (F 2)^ in 3. i.
To this effect, we remark first that if F is a lattice in A^, then
T

()
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In fact, r being the direct sum ofo"" 1 and of a fractionary ideal of A: [6, Satz 12.5], the
proof of (i) reduces to the one-dimensional case, where it follows from ideal theory.
Since I^p^Op)" for almost all p's, this implies that if F and F' are two lattices in A",
then o(S).r .and o(S) .F' are commensurable, and therefore the set of groups t^S)!"',
where F" runs through the lattices in A:" such that

(2)

(^.r^s^r'cl^.r',

is finite.
Lemma. — The condition (F 2)^ for a subset Q ofG^ is equivalent to (F 2)3 : For any a, beG^
and any nonzero algebraic integer reo, the set of elements xeG^ such that r.x, r^^eM^, o(S))
and that O..a.x.bn0.^0 is finite.
Let G^=={geGk\r.g,r.g-leM{n,s)(S))} and A:eG^g.
n

Then

1

o(S). (r) .0^0(8) .x(o ) Co(S). (r- ) .o".

By the above, G^ g is then a finite union of left cosets modulo the isotropy group oft^S).!^
in Gy g, which is nothing but G^g), whence the lemma.
8.3. The following condition for a subset QcGg, relatively to an algebraic
subgroup H over k, admits (F 3)^ and (F 3)^ as special cases.
(F 3)g : For any integer m^i, any rational representation p : G->GL^, over A,
any we^ with isotropy group H and closed orbit, and any lattice FcA^, the set
z{;.p^(t2)no(S) .r is finite.
8.4. Lemma. — Let BcG^, C a relatively compact subset of Gp^g. If B verifies
(F 2)00 (resp. (F 3)00 relatively to a subgroup H), then B.C verifies (F 2)g (resp. (F 3)g relatively
to H).
Let a, beGj^ and x be as in (F2)g. For pePnS, the element x then belong
to the relatively compact set ^(C'^.C), whence the existence of seo such that
s.x, j.^eM^, Op) for every peS. Since x, x'^eGL^n, Op) for p ^ S by assumption,
we get sx, sx~le'S^i(n, o). Since B;mB=t=0, the part of the lemma concerning F 2
follows from 3.1.
Let now p : G->GL^, we^ be as in (F3)g, and A;e^.pg(B.C)no(S) .F. In
particular, ^e7Tp(w.pg(C)) for pePnS, whence again the existence of reo such
that rxesf^ for all pePnS. Two lattices in k" being commensurable, there exists jeo
such that (^Feo^; since ^eo(S).r, we have then xeFy for p^S, hence s.xec^
for p^S. Altogether, we get r.^.^eo^, which shows that x belongs to the lattice
r = (.^.r""1)!)^, and, combined with A:==^.p^(B), ends the proof.
Remark. — The remark to 4.3 also applies to the proof of (F 3)00 => (F 3)g.
8.5. Theorem. — The groups G^g) and Gg contain open or closed fundamental sets
for G^g), which, in the case of Gg, verify (F 3)g relatively to H, if G is reductive^ and H an algebraic
subgroup over k of G.

In view of 8.4, 3.4, 3.5, it is enough to show that if BcG^ satisfies (F 1)00,
then there exists a compact set C cGp^ g such that B. C and B. C. M, where M = II Go ,
P^S
verify (F i)g and (F i)^ respectively.
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By 5.1, there exists a compact (in fact finite) subset IcG^ such that
G^cUG^.G,.
xei

We may of course limit ourselves to the double cosets which intersect G^/g), and therefore
may assume that IcG^g). Then
(!)

GA(S)- UGr.^.(G^nG,)= UGr.^.G^,
xEl

reel

which shows the existence of a compact set CcGp^g such that
(2)
G^g) = GF. C. M. G,(g) (M = n G p ) 0.
P^S
Since L= Ft G(,p is compact, we may, and shall, assume
pesnP
(3)
L.C.L=C.
By assumption, G^ = B. n^ (Go), whence
G^=B.C.M.7r,(GJ.G^,
and by (3),
°A{S} == B •c • °V • ^oo {°o) ^(S) •

Using i .8 (6), we get
GA(S) == B. G. Gu. Go. Go(g^,
GA(s)==B.C.Gu.Go(g),
and, again by (3),
G^^S-G.M.G^g),
hence also
Gg == B. C. G^gp
which proves our assertion.
8.6. Remarks. — (i) In fact, this proves the existence of open or closed fundamental
sets of the form B. G. M or B. C, where B is a fundamental set for Gp in G^, G is relatively
compact in Gpp^g and M = n G^p , which satisfy (F 3)g relatively to H if G is reductive,
p^s
and H a given algebraic subgroup over k of G.
(2) If A;=Q^, and G is reductive, then, in the notation of 4.5, there are
fundamental sets for Go in G^g^ and in Gg of the form
m

Q= U (a-^GL^.^nG^))

(b,eGL(n, Z(S))

t=l

and 7T;g(£i) respectively. The proof is the same as that of 4.5, except for the fact that
it uses the equality
(4)

^n^S)^®-01^,!;-^)?

which is an obvious consequence of 4.4, rather than 4.4 itself.
8.7. Let r be a lattice in A^ Gy r the stability group of Fp = Op. F in Gy (p e P),
(1) This proof of (3) is patterned after an argument of M. Kneser's ^unpublished).
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and G^p=Gj°. II Gp r- ^e group G p is open and compact in G and Gx r is of
PEP
course the isotropy group of F in G^, where G^ operates on the set of lattices in k"
^V ^-^?(^)= ^p^p) {g =C?J ^GJ (see 2.2). The facts on lattices recalled in 2. i
PEP
show that Gy p==Go for almost all peP, hence that G^p is commensurable with G^°,
or with G^ p, for any lattice F'cA".
Let now p : G->GL^ be a rational representation over k. Then any lattice F
in ^ is contained in a lattice F'c^ stable under p(G^°). In fact, p(Gu) is compact,
and therefore p(Gu)nGL^^ p is commensurable with p(Gy). Consequently, the set
of transforms ofF under p(G^°) is finite, and the sum F' of those transforms is the desired
lattice.
8.8.
wok""

Theorem. — Let G be reductive

p : G-^GL^

a rational representation over k,

a point whose orbit X is closed, and F a lattice in k"".

Then

w.^G^n^

(resp. w.pg(Gg)no(S) .F) is contained in the union of finitely many orbits of G^.

In view of 8.7, we may assume F to be invariant under G^°, hence o(S).r to
be invariant under G^y The theorem follows then from the existence of fundamental
sets in G^ (resp. Gg) which verify (F 3)^ (resp. (F 3)3).
If S==V, then both parts of 8.8 reduce to 5.4.
8.9. In the next section, we shall need the following fact, whose proof uses a
result of [5].
Lemma. — Let S be any finite subset of V. Let X be a homogeneous space over k for G.
Then Xg = II X,, is the union of finitely many orbits of Gg.

ves
It is enough to prove this when S consists of one element v. If ky == C, then Gy is
transitive on Xy; if ^==R, this assertion is elementary (see [4, 2.3]). If v is finite, the
only proof known to the author is a cohomological one, to be given in [5].
8. lo.

Theorem. — Let G be reductive, p : G->GL^ a rational representation overk ofG,

X a closed orbit and T a lattice in k^'.
many orbits of G^y

If S is finite, then Xgno(S) .F is contained infinitely

By 8.9, Xgno(S).r is contained in finitely many sets of the form w.pg(Gg),
with wek", to each of which we can apply 8.8.
Here, it would be in fact enough to prove this for G connected, since (GJg has
finite index in Gg. We give two applications of 8.10.
8 . 1 1 . Corollary. — Let S be finite. Then the number of orbits of SL(/z, o(S)) in the
set of all symmetric n X n matrices, with coefficients in o(S), and a given non-^ero determinant, is finite.

This follows from 8.10 applied to the case where p is the natural representation
of SL^ in the space of symmetric n X n matrices and X the set of symmetric matrices
with the given determinant. If S=V—P, k==<^, then o(S)==Z, and we get of course
the well-known finiteness of the number of classes of integral quadratic forms with a
given non-zero determinant.
8.12.

Proposition. — Let

matric group G' over k.

(JL : G->G'

Let S be finite.

be an isogeny over k of G onto an algebraic

Then ^(G^) is commensurable with G^.
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It is clearly enough to prove this when G is connected. Adding one variable if
necessary, we may, by a familiar trick, (see [4, 2. i] for instance), assume that G' consists
of matrices of determinant one, hence is closed. Let n' be the degree of G'. Assume first
that G is reductive. We let then operate G on the space of n' x n' matrices by x->x. (A(^)
and define in this way a rational representation p : G->GL^ (m== n2) over k. Our
assertion follows then from 8.10 applied to p and to G', viewed as the orbit of e.
If (A is an isomorphism, then 8.11 is elementary, and is a consequence of 1.7.
This is necessarily the case if N is unipotent. In general, we use the semi-direct product
decompositions G=H.N, G'^H'.N' of 1.13. Since we are allowed to replace G
(resp. G') by a group isomorphic to G (resp. G') over k, we may assume that C" (resp. C^')
is the direct sum ofsubspaces spanned by canonical basis vectors, stable under H (resp. H'),
on which N (resp. N') acts trivially, and that N (resp. N') is upper triangular. Then
^(s)^11.^)-1^) (resp. GO(S)=H^S).NO(S)) and we are reduced to the two already
discussed special cases.
Remark. — This extension to S-units of [4, 6.n] is not really new. K. Honda
(J^- J- Math., 20 (1960), 84-101) has proved it when S is big enough (for group varieties,
not necessarily linear ones, in fact), and Serre (unpublished) has removed the assumption
on S by a suitable modification of Honda's method.
8.12. By the argument used in 5.6, it is easily derived from 8.5(1) that G^/G^S) ,
G connected, is the union of finitely many open subsets, isomorphic'to quotients Gj°/H^
where H, is commensurable with G^. Thus the criteria of 5.6 for the finiteness of the
volume or the compactness of GJG^ also apply to G^/G^) and Gg/G^.
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